Introduction. It has been shown by Lyndon and Newman
that in the free group F = F(x,y), freely generated by x, y, the commutator [x, y] is never the product of two squares in F , although it is always the product of three squares. Let γ ∈ F , the minimal number of squares which is required to write γ as a product of squares in F is called the square length of γ and denoted by Sq(γ). Here we consider more general case, that is, Sq [x, y] n , n ∈ N. Proof. In the case when n is even, the result is clear. Let n be an odd integer. First, we show that [x, y] n can be written as a product of 3 squares in F . Put [x, y] = W , then we can check the following identity:
In the case k = 0, we get for any k ∈ N and a, b ∈ F . Lyndon and Schützenberger [3] proved that 
2 ≡ W r has solution if and only if r is even, hence we proved that
We have the following notations.
(1) In a similar way a n b n = W r for some r ∈ Z implies that a n = ub
for some u ∈ F . And we have But it is not the only case in which the square length of a commutator is two, as shown by Comerford and Edmundss in [1] .
